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Reconstruction of Fluorescence Molecular
Tomography via a Fused LASSO Method
Based on Group Sparsity Prior
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Abstract—Objective: The aim of this paper is to improve
the reconstruction accuracy in both position and source
region of fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT). Methods: The reconstruction of the FMT is challenging due to its
serious ill-posedness and ill-condition. Currently, to obtain
the fluorescent sources accurately, more a priori information of the fluorescent sources is utilized and more efficient
and practical methods are proposed. In this paper, we took
the group sparsity of the fluorescent sources as a new type
of priori information in the FMT, and proposed the fused
LASSO method (FLM) for FMT. The FLM based on group
sparsity prior not only takes advantage of the sparsity of
the fluorescent sources, but also utilizes the structure of the
sources, thus making the reconstruction results more accuracy and morphologically similar to the sources. To further
improve the reconstruction efficiency, we adopt Nesterov’s
method to solve the FLM. Results: Both heterogeneous numerical simulation experiments and in vivo mouse experiments were carried out to verify the property of the FLM.
The results have verified the superiority of the FLM over
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conventional methods in tumor detection and tumor morphological reconstruction. Furthermore, the in vivo experiments had demonstrated that the FLM has great potential
in preclinical application of the FMT. Significance: The reconstruction method based on group sparsity prior has a
great potential in the FMT study, it can further improve the
reconstruction quality, which has practical significance in
preclinical research.
Index Terms—Fluorescence molecular tomography, image reconstruction, fused LASSO method, group sparsity.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the development of medical imaging technology,
fluorescence molecular imaging (FMI) has become
more and more important in the study of drug delivery and
protein function. FMI can non-invasively show the dynamic
interactions of fluorescent targets, which has attracted the
attention of researchers in recent years [1]–[5]. As the extension
of FMI, fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) can
three-dimensionally (3-D) display the internal bio-distribution
of fluorescent targets in vivo by utilizing an ultra-sensitive
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera to obtain the surface
fluorescence distribution emitted from fluorescent targets.
Since the high sensitivity and low cost, FMT has been used
in preclinical diagnosis and small animal research [6]–[9].
However, FMT is still facing some challenging problems.
The highly ill-posed problem of FMT is the most challenging problem because of the multiple scattering and absorption
of photons propagating through biological tissues [10], [11].
Although the ill-posed problem can be reduced by improving
the fluorescent measurement data, it is still ill-conditioned even
if sufficient measurements can be obtained [12], [13]. Furthermore, high measurement data sets usually mean a large amount
of calculation, resulting in the reduction of the reconstruction
efficiency for the FMT problem. Therefore, how to reconstruct
the FMT inverse problem quickly and precisely is necessary in
FMT studies [14].
Over the past decades, reconstruction methods were developed to reconstruct the FMT inverse problem. Among the traditional methods, Tikhonov regularization based method is the
typical method to solve the ill-posed problem, which adds the
L2-norm constraint to the objective function of the original
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inverse problem [15]–[17]. The major benefit of the Tikhonov
based method is that the L2-norm constraint problem is easy to
solve, which can be figured out by a lot of standard minimization
methods efficiently, such as the conjugate gradient method and
Newton’ method [18]–[20]. However, when penalizing large
values, the Tikhonov regularization based method may result in
an over-smoothed solution, and it is difficult to obtain the sharp
boundaries in the reconstructed results [21].
In recent years, multiple types of a priori information have
been adopted in the FMT inverse problem to obtain more
satisfactory results. Sparsity is the most important a priori
information of FMT [22]–[24]. According to the compressed
sensing (CS) theory, a signal can be reconstructed from very
few measurements if it is a sparse signal [25], [26]. For FMT,
the size of early-stage tumors is small and sparse compared with
the whole body of the imaging object. Therefore, the fluorescent
probes that accumulated in the tumors are also small and sparse.
It is reasonable to assume that the fluorescent signal is sparse
[27]. According to the sparsity of the fluorescent signals,
LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) is
used to obtain the distribution of the fluorescent probes. LASSO
adds the L1-norm constraint to the objective function of the
original inverse problem [28], [29]. Various methods combined
with LASSO have been proposed, such as the iterated shrinkage
method with the L1-norm (IS-L1) [30], interior-point method
[31], fast iterative soft-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [32],
L1-norm regularization method based on the Split Bregman
method (SB-L1) [33], [34], gradient-based techniques [35] and
stagewise orthogonal matching pursuit method [36]. Many of
them were used in optical molecular imaging and can obtain
more accurate results and less computation time. Moreover, the
LASSO based method can get satisfactory results even if the
fluorescence measurement data are scarce. However, LASSO
may lose the edge information due to the over-sparsity in
reconstruction based on L1-norm [37].
J. Dutta et al. proposed the joint L1 and total variation (TV)
regularization method to overcome the limitation of LASSO,
which add the TV penalty in L1-norm [38]. The L1 penalty
was to enforce sparsity in the FMT images and the TV penalty
was to promote smoothness while preserving edges in images.
However, like the conventional methods, the joint L1 and TV
method only utilize the sparsity of the fluorescent signal, while
the structure of the fluorescent signal has not been utilized.
Thus, the results of the joint L1 and TV method have no significant improvement compared with the L1-norm based methods
according to Dutta et al.’s work [38].
In this contribution, we proposed to take group sparsity of
the fluorescent signals as a priori information [39]. In FMT,
fluorescent probes cluster together in the regions of the tumors
and that only the region of tumors has fluorescent signals. We
assume that the fluorescent signals in tumors are simultaneously non-zero and that normal tissues are simultaneously zero.
Therefore, besides sparsity, fluorescent sources are also characterized by group sparsity [40]. Group sparsity is widely used
in compressive sensing, image denoising and signal processing.
It has been proved that exploiting group sparsity has yielded
more satisfactory results compared to using sparsity alone in

many information processing studies [41]–[44]. To the best of
our knowledge, group sparsity has not yet been used in FMT by
other groups before.
The major novelty of our work is the introduction of new priori information, which is the group sparsity, into the FMT study
and the extension of approaches used for FMT reconstruction.
In this study, we took the group sparsity, instead of the conventional sparsity, of the fluorescent sources as a new priori
information in FMT, so that the fused LASSO method (FLM)
can be introduced into the FMT optimization problem. Because
of the characteristics of group sparsity, the FLM can be more
accuracy and morphologically similar to real sources [45], [46].
FLM adds the fused LASSO penalty to the objective function in the inverse problem, however, the non-smooth and nonseparable characteristics of the fused LASSO penalty result in
a high computational complexity, and make FLM difficult to
solve. Traditional algorithms add the additional variables or
constraints to the fused LASSO penalty and reformulate it to
the equivalent optimization problem, and then use the standard
solver for optimization. However, the reformulation of the fused
LASSO penalty is usually time-consuming due to the packs of
introduced inequality constraints and variables [47], [48]. In
this paper, we adopted Nesterov’s method to optimize the problem efficiently. Nesterov’s method is appropriate for solving the
composite function consisting of one smooth function and the
other non-smooth function, which can obtain an optimal convergence rate of O(1/k 2 ) [49]. Both heterogeneous numerical
simulation experiments and in vivo liver tumor mouse model experiments were carried out to verify our method. The simulated
results proved the superiority of FLM over conventional methods in tumor detection and tumor morphological reconstruction.
Furthermore, in vivo experiments also demonstrated that FLM
offered the best performance in quantitative tumor imaging.
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II presents the
reconstruction strategy of FLM for FMT. Section III introduces
the experimental setups of heterogeneous numerical simulation
experiments and in vivo hepatoma mouse experiments, and their
results are demonstrated in Section IV. Then, we discussed the
performance of FLM and the future work of FMT in Section V.
Finally, a conclusion of this paper was made.
II. METHODS
A. The Forward Problem of FMT
Diffusion equation (DE) is commonly used to model the
forward problem of FMT. In biological bodies, photon propagation within the near-infrared spectral band has a highly
scattering feature. For continuous-wave FMT with excitation
point sources, we adopted coupled DEs to model the forward
problem as [50], [51] in (1) shown at the bottom of the next
page,where the subscripts x and m denote the excitation and
emission process respectively. Φx,m denotes the photon flux
density, Dx,m = [3μax,am + 3μsx,sm (1 − g)]−1 is the diffusion
parameter, μax,am is the absorption parameter, μsx,sm is the
scattering parameter, g is the anisotropy parameter, and ημaf
denotes the unknown area of sources which need to be recovered. Θδ(r − rl ) denotes the excitation light which is considered
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as the point source. Θ is the amplitude of the point source and
δ(r) is the Dirac function.
The Robin-type boundary conditions are added to the
coupled diffusion equations on the boundary ∂Ω of the imaging
domain Ω:
Φx,m (r) + 2qDx,m (r)[v̄(r) · Φx,m (r)] = 0 (r ∈ ∂Ω)

(2)

where q denotes the optical reflective index and v̄ denotes the
unit outward normal vector on the boundary [52].
We solve the diffusion equations combined with the Robintype boundary condition by applying the adaptive finite element
method, which was proposed by W. Bangerth et al. [19]. The
adaptive finite element method solved the forward problem by
introducing the adaptively refined meshes. They can not only
focus numerical effort to regions in the domain where high
resolution is actually necessary, but also regularize the inverse
problem. And then we establish the linear relationship with
the measurements of the surface fluorescence distribution and
the unknown internal distribution of probes with the following
linear equation
b = AX

(3)

where b represents the measurements of surface photon distribution, A denotes the system weight matrix and X denotes the
unknown internal distribution of the probes. Therefore, the FMT
forward problem is the process of the establishment of the linear
equation (3).
B. Reconstruction Based on the Fused LASSO Method
FMT inverse problem is equivalent to solving (3), and recovering the unknown internal fluorescent distribution X. Since
only the surface photon distribution can be measured, the dimension of the measurements is much less than the dimension
of the unknown internal fluorescence distribution, leading to the
ill-posedness of the FMT problem. Therefore, multiple types
of a priori information have been adopted in FMT in order to
achieve an accurate result. As mentioned above, fluorescent signals are sparse signals in FMT. Based on the sparsity of the
fluorescent signals, LASSO is introduced to obtain the FMT
results. However, LASSO only utilizes the sparsity of the fluorescent signals, while the structures of the fluorescent signals
have not been utilized. In the paper, the group sparsity of the
fluorescent signals was regarded as a priori information, so we
proposed FLM to solve the FMT problem. The optimization
function corresponding to (3) is formulated as follows:
min E (X) = f (x) + f l(x)
X

(4)

where f (x) = 12 
AX − b22 is 
the least square loss function, f l(x) = λ1 ni=1 |xi | + λ2 ni=2 |xi − xi−1 |is the fused
LASSO penalty, and λ1 and λ2 are the regularization
parameters.
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We first define a sparse matrix R ∈ R(n −1)×n as
⎧
⎪
⎨ −1 j = i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1
Rij = 1 j = i + 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1
⎪
⎩ 0 otherwise

(5)

then, the fused LASSO penalty in (4) can be rewritten as
f l(x) = λ1 x1 +λ2 Rx1

(6)

We consider the fused LASSO penalty as a single term to
model the group sparsity and use Nesterov’s method to solve
the optimization problem, which is different from the joint L1
and TV method and more efficient than solving it separately
[38], [49]. Nesterov’s method first defines two sequences xi and
si . xi is the approximate solution and si is the search point
which is the combination of xi and xi−1 as
si = xi + βi (xi − xi−1 )
where βi =

(7)

α i −2 −1
α i −1

is the combination parameter, and α is a
√
1+ 1+4α 2i
acsuitable stepsize, which was updated as αi+1 =
2
cording to Nesterov’s method [39], [46]. We define the following
model to approximate the composite function E(X) at point x
γ
Eγ ,x (y) = f (x) + ∇f (x) , y − x + f l (y) + y − x22
2
(8)
where the first two terms of (8) are the first-order Taylor expansion at point x, the last term preventing y is too difference
fromx, therefore, Eγ ,x (y) can be an appropriate approximation
to E(X) in the neighborhood of x. The approximate solution
xi+1 is calculated as the optimizer of Eγ i ,s i (y)
xi+1 = arg min Eγ i ,s i (y)

(9)

y

where γi is determined by the Armijo-Goldstein line search so
that γi should be appropriate for si [47].
However, solving (9) is quite challenging, we first consider
the following reduced form
hλλ12 (x) =

1
x − v22 + λ1 x1 + λ2 Rx1
2

(10)

and then calculate the optimal solution of hλλ12 (x) as πλλ21 (v),
which is
πλλ21 (v) = arg min hλλ12 (x)
x

(11)

Combining (8) and (11), it is easy to confirm that when v =
si − γ1i ∇f (si ), we can get following equation


1
λ1 /γ i
arg min Eγ i ,s i (y) = πλ2 /γ i si − ∇f (si )
(12)
y
γi
Thus the approximate solution xi+1 can be computed by
λ /γ

λ /γ

xi+1 = πλ21 /γ ii (v) = arg min hλ12 /γ ii (x)

−∇ [Dx (r) ∇Φx (r)] + μax (r) Φx (r) = Θδ (r − rl )
−∇ [Dm (r) ∇Φm (r)] + μam (r) Φm (r) = Φx (r) ημaf (r)

x

(r ∈ Ω)

(13)

(1)
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TABLE I
THE FLOWCHART OF THE FUSED LASSO METHOD

λ /γ

The function hλ12 /γ ii (x) is strongly convex, we can obtain

Fig. 1. The heterogeneous numerical phantom, (a) is the single-source
phantom, (b) is the dual-source phantom, the intensity ratio of S1 and S2
is 2:1. The black spots in the 2-D view are the excitation point sources
and the photon distribution was measurable on the opposite side of each
black dot within a 160 °FOV.

λ /γ

the minimizer by calculating the partial derivative of hλ12 /γ ii (x),
which can be computed as
λ /γ

∂hλ12 /γ ii (x) = x − v +

λ1
λ2
|x| + RT |Rx|
γi
γi

(14)

Hence, the approximate solution xi+1 can be obtained from
λ /γ

∂hλ12 /γ ii (xi+1 ) = 0

(15)

Table I shows the flowchart of FLM.

AIE was defined as the bias of the reconstruction fluorescent intensity and the actual fluorescent intensity of fluorescent
source.
AIE = |Ir − Ia |

where Ir denotes the maximum fluorescent intensity of the reconstructed source, and Ia denotes the actual fluorescent intensity of the fluorescent source.
SNR was performed to demonstrate the contrast of the reconstructed signal and background. SNR is defined as follows

III. EXPERIMENT SETUPS
To evaluate the performance of the FLM, we conducted the
heterogeneous numerical simulation experiments and in vivo
hepatoma mouse experiments. All processes of both experiments were implemented on a desk computer with 3.60-GHz
Intel Core i7-4790 CPU and 8-GB RAM.
To further quantify the property of FLM, the position error
(PE), dice coefficient (Dice), absolute intensity error (AIE) and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were employed in this study.
PE was defined as the position error of the reconstruction area
and the real fluorescent area as follows
P E = Lr − L0 2

(16)

where Lr is the barycenter of the reconstructed area and L0 is
the barycenter of the real fluorescent area.
Dice was introduced to evaluate the similarity of the reconstruction area and the real fluorescent area.
Dice =

2 |Sr ∩ S0 |
|Sr | + |S0 |

(17)

where Sr and S0 are the reconstruction area and the real fluorescent area respectively.

(18)

SN R =

μR O I − μR O B
ωR O I σR2 O I + ωR O B σR2 O B

(19)

where ωR O I is the weight coefficient of the region of interest
(ROI) and ωR O B is the weight coefficient of the region of background (ROB). μR O I , σR O I are the mean values and standard
deviations of ROI and μR O B , σR O B are the mean values and
standard deviations of ROB respectively. In this work, the ROI
is defined as 30% of the peak fluorescent intensity.
A. Numerical Simulation
A heterogeneous numerical phantom with a 2 cm height and 2
cm diameter was built to simulate the mouse body. The phantom
consists of four kinds of organs which are presented as muscle,
lungs, heart and bone.
Single fluorescent source and dual fluorescent sources were
set in the lungs, respectively (Fig. 1), for evaluating the performance of FLM in reconstruction accuracy and efficiency. For
the single-source phantom, a small spherical fluorescent source
with 1 mm diameter was set in the right lung to present the tumor, which is centered in the z = 0 plane, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
The fluorescent yield of the source was set to be 0.5 mm−1 .
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For the dual-source phantom, Two spherical fluorescent sources
were set in the right lung which is centered in the same plane.
The diameter of S1 was 2 mm and the fluorescent yield of S1
was set to be 0.5 mm−1 . The diameter of S2 was 1 mm and
the fluorescent yield of S2 was set to be 0.25 mm−1 . Thus, the
intensity ratio of S1 and S2 was 2:1. Besides, the two sources
have an edge-to-edge distance (EED) of 1.5 mm, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). Four different excitation point sources with a light
intensity of 0.02 W were located in the same plane to excite
the fluorescent source. On the opposite side of each excitation
point source, the fluorescence distribution on the phantom surface within a 160°field of view (FOV) was captured. In order to
facilitate the calculation, the phantom was partitioned into 5562
nodes and 33088 tetrahedral elements for single-source setting
and 5640 nodes and 33606 tetrahedral elements for dual-source
setting with Amira 5.4 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US).
B. In-Vivo Experimental
1) Animal Preparation: In this experiment, four-week-old
BALB/c nude mice (Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology
Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) were prepared for establishing the
tumor models. First, the mice were anesthetized by intraperitoneal administration of 2% pentobarbital sodium at a dosage
of 40 mg/kg before establishing the orthotopic hepatic cancer
model. Then, 1 × 106 Huh7-GFP-fLuc cells were implanted
into the livers of nude mice. After 12 days, 6 tumor-bearing
mice were obtained successfully. For evaluating the performance of the proposed method in different situations, we
separated the 6 mice in two groups, thus each group has three
tumor-bearing mice. The mice in group 1 were injected with
2 nmol of MMPSense 750 FAST (Perkin Elmer, MA, USA)
through the tail vein six hours before imaging. MMPSense can
visualize tumors via activation by matrix metalloproteinases
(MMPs), which are over-expressed by various tumors and their
surrounding stroma, including the liver tumor [53]. The mice
in group 2 were injected with indocyanine green (ICG) (100
μL, 0.2 mg/ml) through the tail vein 12 hours before imaging.
The ICG can light up the liver tumor because it was retained
as a result of biliary excretion disorders in the cancerous
tissues [54]. All in vivo experiments were implemented by the
guidelines of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
of Peking University.
2) Experimental Setup and Imaging: Each mouse was imaged in vivo by the pentamodal tomographic imaging system
which was developed by our lab [55], [56]. As shown in Fig. 2,
the pentamodal tomographic imaging system mainly includes
two subsystems, the fluorescence acquisition system and microCT system. The fluorescence acquisition system is made up of a
750 nm continuous wave laser, and an ultrasensitive CCD camera (iXon3 888 EMCCD Camera, Andor, UK). The micro-CT is
made up of an x-ray tube (UltraBright, Oxford Instrument, USA)
and an x-ray detector (CMOS Flat-panel Detector, Hamamatsu,
Japan).
The in vivo experiment consists of three stages: data acquisition, data processing and reconstruction. Data acquisition includes fluorescence acquisition and structural data acquisition.

Fig. 2. The pentamodal tomographic imaging system. (a) The overview
of the system. (b) The schematic diagram of the rotating gantry. (c)
Photograph of the system.

Each mouse was imaged with general anesthesia. First, the fluorescent data were obtained by the fluorescence acquisition system, where fluorescence images were collected from 4 equispaced gantry angles. Then, the liver tumor model was imaged
using the micro-CT system to obtain the structural data of the
liver tumor model. Finally, each mouse was also imaged via
MRI (1.5t, M3, Aspect Imaging, Israel) to locate the position
of the liver tumor and provide the prior information of the tumors. It can be seen from the MRI images, the liver tumor was
cluster together, and the fluorescent probe which targeted the
tumor was also cluster together, only the region of tumor has
fluorescent signal. Thus, the group prior information used in
in vivo experiment was reasonable. After the data acquisition,
data processing was done. First, the micro-CT data of the liver
tumor model were reconstructed by Yan’s research [57]. Then,
we segmented the major organs including muscle, lungs, heart
and liver and then integrated the organs into an in vivo mouse
model. Finally, to describe the 3-D surface flux reconstruction
algorithm, we mapped the fluorescence images on the surface
of the mouse torso [58]. The architecture of the experimental
procedure is shown in Fig. 3. Similarly, the mice were also partitioned by Amira 5.4 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, US), the mesh
size and tumor location of each mouse were shown in Table II.
The optical parameters of different organs were obtained according to Alexandrakis et al.’ s study [59] both in numerical
simulations and in vivo experiments, as shown in Table III.
IV. RESULTS
A. Numerical Simulation
The selection of the regularization parameter is still challenging work for FMT. In this paper, a series of numerical simula-
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Fig. 3. Experimental procedure of the pentamodal tomographic imaging system.

Fig. 4.

Reconstruction results for different combinations of λ1 and λ2 .

TABLE II
THE MESH SIZE AND TUMOR LOCATION OF EACH MOUSE

TABLE III
OPTICAL PARAMETERS OF DIFFERENT ORGANS
Fig. 5. The quantitative analysis of the reconstruction results for different combinations of λ1 and λ2 . The results show that when λ1 =
2 × 10 −3 and λ2 = 4 × 10 −4 , the reconstruction results have a larger
value of Dice and smaller value of PE.

tions were carried out to quantitatively determine the optimal
regularization parameters for FLM.
We first used the single-source phantom to select the optimal
parameters. Fig. 4 shows the reconstruction results obtained by
different parameters. We chose 10−2 , 2 × 10−3 and 4 × 10−4
for λ1 and 2 × 10−3 , 4 × 10−4 and 8 × 10−5 for λ2 . The quantitative analysis of the reconstruction results is presented in Fig. 5.

The results show that when λ1 = 2 × 10−3 and λ2 = 4 × 10−4 ,
the reconstruction results have a larger value of Dice and a
smaller value of PE. Thus, the regularization parameters for
FLM were optimized to λ1 = 2 × 10−3 , λ2 = 4 × 10−4 according to the experiment results. In the following experiments, the
parameters are set as above.
The experiments of different parameters also demonstrated
that the sparse and smooth effects were increased when we
increased the values of λ1 and λ2 , respectively. Besides, the
PE and Dice indexes were mainly influenced by λ1 and λ2 ,
respectively. With the value of λ1 increased, the PE decreased,
while with the value of λ2 increased, the Dice increased.
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TABLE IV
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE HETEROGENEOUS PHANTOM
EXPERIMENTS WITH SINGLE-SOURCE PHANTOM

Fig. 6. Reconstruction results of single-source numerical phantom.
The white circles represent the real fluorescent source.

For comparison, three prevalent algorithms, the Tikhonov regularization based method [20], IS-L1 [30] and joint L1 and TV
method [38] were chosen to reconstruct the fluorescent source.
To make the results convincing, the regularization parameters
of Tikhonov regularization based method and IS-L1 were selected by using the generalized cross-validation (GCV)-based
method according to Prakash et al.’s work [60], and the regularization parameters of joint L1 and TV method were chosen by
experimental experience which was mentioned in [38], so that
all the results were optimal or suboptimal. All of the maximum
iteration numbers were set to 500 except the joint L1 and TV
method, the maximum iteration number was set to 50 for the
joint L1 and TV method. This was convergent enough for all
cases of the reconstructions in our experiments. In the numerical simulation experiments, 5% Gaussian noise was added to
the measurements to simulate the environmental noise.
Fig. 6 illustrates the reconstruction results obtained by different methods. The 3-D reconstruction results and the planforms
in the z = 0 plane prove the property of the methods. The white
circles in the planforms indicate the actual areas of the fluorescent sources. The quantitative analysis of the single-source
phantom reconstruction is demonstrated in Table IV.
From the results, the Tikhonov based method results in an artifact around the source, and the joint L1 and TV method results in
an over-smoothed source boundary. Both IS-L1 and FLM methods can achieve satisfactory results with single source, however,

Fig. 7. Reconstruction results of dual-source phantom. The white circles represent the real fluorescent sources.

the results of FLM is more morphologically accurate. The quantitative analysis further verified the results of different methods.
FLM can achieve much smaller PE values, and has less time
consumption than the other three methods. The AIE of FLM
was also smaller than other three methods, which means the fluorescent source reconstructed by FLM was closer to real source.
More importantly, the reconstruction region of FLM was more
similar to the real source according to the Dice. Thus, the reconstruction results show that the FLM can work effectively in
tumor detection.
To further evaluate the performance of FLM in a more complex case, the dual-source numerical phantom experiment was
further carried out with different methods. Fig. 7 illustrates the
reconstruction results from the Tikhonov-base method, IS-L1,
joint L1 and TV method and FLM. The 3-D reconstruction
results and the planforms in the z = 0 plane demonstrate the
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Fig. 8. The reconstruction intensities of different methods along the
dotted white lines; the black curve denotes the ground truth of the original intensity of the fluorescent sources; the red, blue, green and cambridge blue curves denote the reconstruction intensities corresponding
to the Joint L1 and TV method, IS-L1 method, FLM and Tikhonov-based
method respectively.
TABLE V
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE HETEROGENEOUS PHANTOM
EXPERIMENTS WITH DUAL-SOURCE PHANTOM

performance of these methods. The white circles in the planforms are the actual area of the two fluorescent sources. The
dotted white lines in Fig. 7 were used to verify the reconstruction intensity of the different methods. The cambridge blue, blue,
red and green curves denote the reconstruction intensities corresponding to the Tikhonov-based method, IS-L1 method, joint
L1 and TV method and FLM respectively, which are shown in
Fig. 8. The black curve denotes the ground truth of the original
intensity of the two sources along with the white line. The quantitative analysis of the phantom with two fluorescent sources is
demonstrated in Table V.
Due to the influence of the big source, the Tikhonov based
method reconstruct a large bias of the small source and ISL1 cannot reconstruct the small source because of the overshrinking of the iteration. Furthermore, the joint L1 and TV
method did not separate the two sources. In comparison, FLM
was capable of recovering the two sources accurately. Besides,
FLM can better reconstruct the intensity ratio of the sources
than the other three methods and can obtain a larger Dice coefficient, indicating that FLM is efficient in tumor detection and
morphological reconstruction of tumors.
B. In-Vivo Experiment Results
The reconstruction results of different methods of Group 1
and Group 2 were shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The
same FMT slice on which the tumors centered were compared

Fig. 9. The quantitative analysis of the four methods of Group 1 and
Group 2. (a) and (b) illustrated the quantitative analysis of PE and Dice
in Group 1, respectively. (c) and (d) illustrated the quantitative analysis
of PE and Dice in Group 2, respectively.

with the same MRI slice. The results revealed that the FLM
showed an excellent performance in FMT reconstruction. It was
shown that not only the PE of the FLM is the smallest, but
also the area of the tumor that matched the real tumor region
was apparently better than other methods. Quantitative analysis also verified the results above, which is shown in Fig. 9.
The reconstructed liver tumor obtained by the Tikhonov-based
method could not determine the tumor location accurately, and
it yielded the largest PE values in the both two groups. Compared with the other three methods, FLM obtained the smallest
PE values and the highest Dice values, which had statistical
significance and further demonstrated the performance of our
proposed method. Besides, the computation time of FLM is the
shortest one compared to the other three methods. The in vivo experiment validated the significant advantages of FLM in FMT
reconstruction, which implies that FLM has great application
potential in preclinical research.
V. DISCUSSION
FMT can display the internal fluorescence bio-distribution
in 3-D shapes, which has been used in preclinical diagnosis
and small animal research due to its high sensitivity and low
cost [6]–[8]. However, since only the surface photon distribution can be measured, the inverse problem of FMT is ill-posed.
To overcome the ill-posed feature of FMT, many reconstruction strategies have been proposed in recent years. Tikhonov
regularization based method is the typical method to solve the
inverse problem. However, Tikhonov regularization may result
in an over-smoothed solution when penalizing large values [21].
LASSO was proposed to obtain more accurate reconstruction
results based on a priori information that the fluorescent source
is sparse compared with the entire body. However, LASSO may
lose the edge information due to the excessive sparsity in reconstruction based on L1-norm [28], [29], [37].
Although additional regularizations were added in L1-norm
method to promote smoothness while preserving edges in images, like joint L1 and TV method [38], the results still cannot
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Fig. 10. Reconstruction results of the in-vivo experiment of Group 1. Three mice were reconstructed by Tikhonov based method, IS-L1 method,
joint L1 and TV method and FLM. The same FMT slice which tumor centered was compared with the same MRI images slice. The red circles in
slice images show the real location of the tumors.

Fig. 11. Reconstruction results of the in-vivo experiment of Group 2. Three mice were reconstructed by Tikhonov based method, IS-L1 method,
joint L1 and TV method and FLM. The same FMT slice which tumor centered was compared with the same MRI images slice. The red circles in
slice images show the real location of the tumors.

be significantly improved because they only utilize the sparsity
of the fluorescent signal while the structures of the fluorescent
sources cannot be utilized.
In this study, we took the group sparsity, instead of the conventional sparsity, of the fluorescent sources as a new priori information in FMT, so that the fused LASSO method

(FLM) can be introduced into the FMT optimization problem.
The incorporation of group sparsity in FMT extends the reconstruction method in FMT, and many regularization methods besides the conventional L1-norm and L2-norm can be
adopted into FMT study. This brings great benefits to the FMT
reconstruction.
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FLM adds the fused LASSO penalty to the objective function, which allows the solution to have the characteristics of
a piecewise constant [45], [46]. However, the non-smoothness
and non-separateness of the fused LASSO penalty makes FLM
difficult to solve. We further proposed to use Nesterov’s method
to overcome the problem efficiently.
For comparison, we took the Tikhonov-based method, IS-L1
method, and joint L1 and TV method to validate the property of
the FLM; numerical heterogeneous simulation experiments and
in vivo hepatoma mouse experiment were implemented. The
experimental results can conclude the following. 1) FLM can
guarantee the accuracy of the reconstruction. 2) FLM has advantage in small tumor detection and morphological reconstruction
of tumors compared with conventional methods. 3) The computation time of FLM is significantly improved compared to
traditional algorithms, which improves the practicality of FMT.
4) The in vivo experiment validated the significant advantages of
FLM in tumor detection of small animals, which demonstrates
the potential of FLM in preclinical research. The results also
verified the advantages of the group sparsity, which can extend
the approaches used for FMT reconstruction.
Although FLM achieved much better results, the drawbacks
of FLM still exist and need to be resolved. It should be noted
that the proposed method is not suitable for all cases. When the
region of tumor has significant heterogeneity, the group sparsity
is no longer valid, and the reconstruction results may partly lose
the information of fluorescent distribution. Therefore, the proposed method is more suitable for the early-stage tumors which
have no significant heterogeneity. More effective and universal
reconstruction methods need be developed in the future. In this
work, we chose the regularization parameters according to experimental experience and our previous work on reconstruction,
which is time consuming and unstable. Thus, it is meaningful for
FMT to find the optimal or near-optimal regularization parameter adaptively. There should be more adaptive parameter-based
method development in the future. Future work will also focus
on clinical research of FMT.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have proposed a fused LASSO method based
on group sparsity prior, which is efficient and accurate for FMT
reconstruction. Group sparsity utilizes the structure information
of the fluorescent sources, and makes the solution have the characteristics of a piecewise constant. Because of the characteristics
of group sparsity, the FLM can be more accuracy and morphologically similar to real sources. To solve FLM efficiently,
Nesterov’s method is adopted to optimize the FLM. Numerical
simulations and in vivo experiments were performed to evaluate
the proposed method. Reconstruction results demonstrate that
FLM can improve the quality of FMT reconstruction in terms
of PE and Dice, and compare with the conventional methods,
FLM has significant advantages in tumor location and morphological reconstruction. The computational time is also reduced
significantly. The proposed method will be further improved
by adaptively finding the optimal or near-optimal regularization
parameter. Future work will also focus on preclinical or clinical
applications.
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